By Rich Birch

Rich Birch
Thanks so much for opening up this ebook! Like all the resources at unSeminary … my hope is that is helps you in your ministry at your church. I know that
leading in a church can be a difficult task and we’ve put this together to make
things a little easier for you.
I’ve been involved in church leadership for over 17 years. Early on I had the
privilege of leading in one of the very first multisite churches in North America.
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I led the charge in helping The Meeting House in Toronto to become the
leading multi-site church in Canada with over 4,000 people in 6 locations.
(Today they are 14+ locations with somewhere over 6,000 people attending.)
In addition, I served on the leadership team of Connexus Community Church
in Ontario, a North Point Community Church Strategic Partner.
I currently serve as Operations Pastor at Liquid Church in the Manhattan
facing communities of New Jersey.
I have a dual vocational background that uniquely positions me for serving
churches to multiply impact. While in the marketplace, I founded a dot-com
with two partners in the mid 90’s that worked to increase value for media
firms and internet service providers.
I speak at conferences like Orange, WFX and various regional multisite church
events. I’m a featured writer on Auxano’s VisionRoom, ChurchLeaders.com,
MinistryBriefing and a variety of other outlets across the internet.
I’m married to Christine and we live in Scotch Plains, NJ with our two kids and
one dog.
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The “announcement time” during any church service is easily the most
under-utilized part of the service. It should be looked at as an amazing
opportunity to move people into action ... to call them out of the stands
and on to the field ... to engage them in the mission.

0.1

Why Dedicate 5 Minutes
to Announcements?

Let’s face it … you have better things to do with your time than try to sell some
upcoming event at your church. Plus your people aren’t really interested either!
Announcements can be a massive waste of time, energy and effort in your services. It
distracts from the teaching … interrupts the flow of the service … it can get in the way!
So why both taking 5 minutes out during your service to do this? Why interrupt the
flow? Why write a book on this part of the service!?
Before digging into the nitty-gritty of effective announcements that move people to
action we need to first, determine the why behind them. It’s not enough to simply preach
an inspiring or convicting biblical message during a church service. Your people need a call
to action. What do they do with their re-fueled faith?
This is where church announcements come in. Announcements provide a service to the
church that goes far beyond increasing event attendance or filling the offering plate. They
help Christians live out their faith by:
Connecting. Christians need community with others who share in their faith. Through
announcements your people can learn about upcoming events, small groups, and
retreats to connect with people who share their same values.
Serving. Announcements can also help encourage members to serve both within
and beyond the church walls. Through ministry needs, volunteer opportunities, and
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community involvement you can help provide ways for your people to serve each other
and God.
Giving. While giving may not be the most popular subject among churches, it is an
important form of worship. Encourage your congregation through church
announcements to give to God of both their checkbook and time as well as their
personal talents.
Growing. Without announcements the majority of your people would probably be
completely unaware of future church events, community needs, and opportunities
to serve. Without staying in tune with the church, Christians are destined to dwindle
instead of grow.
Like with every church service that includes a time for worship through song and a time
for a message, so should each service dedicate five minutes to church announcements.
Did you know the average adult attention span averages only about five minutes? Yes,
you read correctly, just five minutes. This is why sermons often include stories, videos, and
skits to break up the monotony of a long message. Incorporating these different elements
help people refocus and engage in the sermon. Set aside just five minutes of your church
service for helping people connect, serve, give, and grow by making church announcements
a priority.
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It’s important to remember that while increased attendance and fuller offering plates
are good, they are not the sole purpose of church announcements. As you approach
the stage, know that you are encouraging and providing opportunities for Christians to
connect with the church vision and live out their faith. This is vitally important for the
spiritual development of your people … don’t look at this as just talking about upcoming
events. This is your chance to connect people to the mission of God! When announcements
are delivered properly, they can possibly become the most important five minutes in your
service. They are far too important to just wing.
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0.2

Common Pains of
Giving Announcements!

“What’s the biggest pain when it comes to doing announcements at your church?” This
is a question I asked numerous pastors and church leaders I have gotten to know over my
many years in ministry. Their answers shed light on some of the truly honest challenges
churches today struggle with as they try to amp up their announcements and get their
people involved.
As you read through them, my hope is that you will realize two things. First, that you are
not alone. If you are someone who definitely needs improvement in the communications
department, you are not the only one. There are hundreds of thousands of church leaders
who overcome communication challenges (among many other church challenges), just like
you in an effort to encourage their community to live out their faith. And secondly, my hope
is that you will know that the painful parts of giving announcements can become a bit less
painful with a little know how. Here’s a few of their responses that stuck out.
“Too many, too detailed, and events involving too few people.” I’m sure just
about all of us have been there, done that. If this is you, chapter nine will be a benefit to
your announcement time as it review the many alternatives to just Sunday morning
announcements.
“We don’t have a lot of creativity in the delivery of our announcements.” Take
into account the variety of talents your church community contains and think beyond your
church staff. Odds are, someone in the church has a creative bone that they would love to
use to further the kingdom. Don’t be afraid to personally seek them out.
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“People doing announcements often are not trained or equipped and have never
thought, “How can I do this differently?” Encourage your announcement giver to
practice and offer tips for their improvement. Opt for video announcements that a few
people can work on together to create and provide a more professional, unique
announcement time. For more information about video announcements stay tuned for
chapter eight.
“The most painful part of giving announcements is watching people check out
half way through.” Are your announcements longer than five minutes? If so it’s natural
for your audience to lose focus. Keep your announcements short, sweet, and to the point.
Focus on just one or two things.
“After giving the message I am drained. Announcement time is like going from
forward to reverse while bypassing neutral.” If this is you I have one word. Delegate.
The church is like a team, and you know what they say about teams? There is no ‘I’ in team.
Delegate announcement responsibilities to another church member to lighten your load
and keep you from burning out at the end of each service.
“The most painful thing I found about doing announcements in my church is
having to go over all the details even though they are on the PowerPoint slide above
my head.” Stick to your cues and only go over what you planned. Your audience can collect
the extra announcement details from the PowerPoint. Direct them in how they can learn
more about the announcements outside of Sunday service if they wish.
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“The thing that is uncomfortable for me during announcements is the fact that
I may not know all the facts about the event or issues around the announcement.
Because of this, most of my mistakes happen during the announcements, giving me
the feeling that I am exposed and unprepared.” Again, delegate. Opt to have someone
who is involved in that week’s announcements and knows the facts deliver the
announcements or choose someone to take on weekly announcement duties. Either way,
delegating can help you stay focused and confident in the message while someone else
tackles the announcements.
“Announcements often interrupt a great worship experience.” If this is true move
them to a more appropriate time within your service. Nowhere in the Bible does it state
that announcements must come directly after worship. Try giving them during the first or
last five minutes of service or during the offering.
“Spiritual irrelevance. There is a lack of spiritual connection in our announcements.”
This comes back to the ‘why’ we discussed in chapter one. Announcements are more than
just a list of events happening in your community, they are a way to encourage your people
to live out their faith. By portraying this as you make your weekly announcements both you
and your audience will better make the spiritual connection.
“Redundancy. I hate feeling like I say the same thing over and over
again. “If you’re new here...” “We’ve got a gift for you” “Check out this weeks 411.” “We
have an awesome message today.” If you feel like you are being redundant, odds are
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your audience does too. Try changing things up with a video clip that delivers some of the
announcements that are repeated each week and play it before and after service.
“I have found the “ah ...um ... moment(s)” during the delivery of the
announcement(s) to be the most “deadly” Be sure to practice and have a good idea of what
you are going to say during announcement time before hitting the stage. This can help
decrease the amount of “ah…um” moments and provide clear details of events, ministries,
and church needs. Be sure to focus in as you read chapter seven.
“No vision. Too many announcements are designed to inform instead of inspire!”
Flip flop it. Make the church’s vision the focal point of your announcements and sprinkle in
the details to fill your people in on how to get involved.
What is your biggest pain when it comes to doing announcements at your church?
The church leader responses above are just a sample of the hundred or so I received.
While there are a variety of challenges we face with delivering compelling and informative
announcements there are also a variety of ways to improve them. If you didn’t read your
biggest pain in the list above don’t think you’re alone. I guarantee there are many others
struggling with similar challenges.
This chapter wasn’t to collectively dog on everything that goes wrong with church
announcements (if it was it would be much longer), but rather what we can do together to
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overcome our biggest pains. Don’t allow boring, long, and repetitive announcements that
are poorly delivered be a reason your people aren’t compelled to live out their faith both
within and beyond the church walls. You’re not the only one that has announcement pains
and more importantly, with a little know how- each of those pains can be overcome.
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0.3

Why are People Not Listening to
Your Announcements?

Sorry . . . I don’t mean to be a Debbie Downer . . . but your people aren’t listening when
you stand up and talk at them about what’s really important to you at your church. I wish they
were. Believe me.
Over a span of 800 or so weekends I have been involved in “what are we talking about in
announcements.” My conviction is that it’s a lousy way to try to communicate to a church. If
you are relying on some dude to stand up at the front to motivate people to get connected
with your ministry event or initiative it won’t work. If the cornerstone of your
communications plan is simply to have that person park on stage and bark about the
details of what is coming up – I can guarantee you it won’t gain traction. Again, I’m sorry.
When you take a closer look at your announcements it’s important to have a few things
in mind to keep people listening and engaged once you hit the stage.
What’s in it for them?
First, ask yourself the very same question that the majority of your audience will be asking
themselves. What’s in it for them? We want to get them to attend our event. We need
volunteers for the upcoming thing. We have a need that we are hoping they will fill. But
people are intrinsically motivated to pay attention to things that will positively impact them.
Often times, people tune out to our announcements because we don’t frame our
communication in a way that helps our people see what difference this makes to them. Be
sure to structure your announcements in a way that informs them of the need while also
highlighting what’s in it for them. A fun night out with the youth? The opportunity to help
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minister to others? In the ‘Me’ generation that we currently live in (Yes, even in the church)
be sure to emphasize these.
You need to sell not market.
Marketing is about making sure that people understand the features and benefits of
your product or service. Sales is about working with people individually to overcome their
objections and get them to sign on the dotted line. Church leaders tend to think way too
much about “marketing” to people when what you need to do is think about “selling”.
Take your church announcements beyond the podium and to a more personal level
by following up. Consider your congregation and their individual talents, needs, and drive.
Consider who is a person that is going to talk to people directly about engaging with your
church?
Church announcements are not just a list of events you spout off once a week during
service, include them in every day conversation. “Hey, am I going to see you and your family
at the church game night on Wednesday?” Casual announcements create a friendship-like
tone that is more opt to make others want to come or join.
Too much noise.
You want your people to take away the teaching points from the message . . . to chew
on what difference that will make in their lives for the coming week. Everything can just be
noise. Every time you add another announcement you exponentially reduce its
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effectiveness in breaking through. Two announcements are 30 percent as effective as one .
. . three are 90 percent less effective than one . . .
Limit your announcements to only the ones you truly need to hit home. I recommend
only talking about two things during your announcement time. Sunday service
announcements shouldn’t include every single event and volunteer opportunity going on in
the church. Conserve your list and consider announcing certain things during other weekly
church events and listing events on the church website or inside a weekly bulletin.
Wrong Audience.
If you are announcing the upcoming hiker club trip to the wilderness on Tuesday
afternoon . . . which maybe 5 percent of the audience could possibly attend . . . you are
telling 95 percent of the audience to ignore you. By having announcements that only focus
on a small part of your community you are training your people to tune you out.
Focus your announcement time on what interests the largest population and save more
inclusive announcements for your service bulletin, church website, or mid-week events.
Each ministry in your church needs to cultivate it’s own communication channels to reach
it’s people. Announcements at your weekend services need to focus only on those things
that reach the maximum audience.
Too Much Treadmill.
When was the last time you celebrated something fun that happened at your church? If
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you are always taking time to market what’s coming up next you are missing an opportunity
to engage (and reward) people who have been involved in something already at the church.
Celebrate your people and what they are doing . . . they’ll listen more.
Don’t give your audience a reason to tune you out. Encourage them to listen by
delivering announcements worth listening to.
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0.4

The Elements of Effective
Church Announcements
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Rather than seeing “announcements” as a distraction from the reason we gather
together as a church I think they can be critically important in the life of a community. As I
mentioned before, they are often the thing that helps Christians live out their faith.
Announcement times can be a window to the heart of a church for first time guests as
they get a sense of what is important to you. For people on the fringes of your church
it’s an important time to help move them closer to the core. For long time participants,
announcements serve to remind them why they love being a part of what God is doing at
your church.
But let’s be honest … sometimes announcements can be a real drag on the service.
Rather than an enhancement to the service they can feel like a distraction at best or a total
drag at worst. In my opinion, there are seven critical factors that come into play when
making sure your announcements serve to push the mission forward rather than distract
from it.
Don’t Preempt the Message
Often the person giving the announcements has an inside track on what is coming up in
the message. Resist the urge to give too much of a peek into where the message is heading.
It’s okay to build anticipation for the message but never reveal the bottom line or takeaway
of the message.
Instead, give a few announcements that many may be interested in learning and if
you happen to have an event or volunteer opportunity that perfectly connects with the
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message go ahead and announce it, but without preempting the message. Odds are, once
the pastor has finished delivering the service message, the audience will connect the dots.
What’s in it for them?
When we are communicating about upcoming events at our church we can get caught
in communicating details about the event rather than the benefit to the people listening.
The fact that the money management seminar is coming up next weekend isn’t a
compelling announcement. The fact that the average attendee to that seminar gets out of
$8,500 in debt is a benefit … talk about benefits to everything you are announcing.
Less is More.
Studies show that people remember less and less about individual commercials on TV
as the number of spots increase. The big idea is that as the number of successive
commercials come on during each break the less and less people can remember about
each one. This dynamic is doubly true about whatever you communicate on a Sunday
morning at your church. Cut back on what you talk about from the stage if you want people
to remember anything!
It helps to prioritize your announcement list. If you have an upcoming event that you
really want your church community to attend and get involved in consider making that your
one and only announcement for one week. Dedicate all five minutes of announcements to
something of importance that takes priority on your list and the church’s.
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Connect to Vision.
Make sure to draw the lines between what you are talking about and the larger vision of the
church. Show people how this event you are talking about is central to what it means to be your
church. Like with this book, you first need to establish the root why to your event or need to
help remind the church community of their purpose and get them excited to join you.
Lead with vision and then every announcement becomes a chance to reinforce what God is
calling your church to.
Show Don’t Just Tell.
Even as a child, it was show and tell, not just tell. None of my classmates would have gotten
even close to excited if I simply told them about an awesomely giant lime green monster truck
I had at home. I had to bring the truck to school to physically show them while I talked about
it and before you know it they all wanted to play with it, ask questions, and get involved. The
same is with your church announcements.
Every time you are up front you need to have some sort of graphic or prop to communicate
whatever message you are attempting to get across. We live in a post-literate world and you
need to help bridge that gap by using visual aids. A well placed picture communicates instantly
more than what you can do with the time allotted. Don’t just tell your announcements … show
them!
Connect with the Heart.
Your job is to pastor people in your community. Don’t fall into the trap of being a sales
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agent for upcoming events … but take time to lead your people closer to a relationship with
Jesus. Don’t just “sell” your small group ministries … connect the dots for them on how being in
a small group helps people deepen their faith.
Remember that while announcements help increase attendance numbers at events … this
is not the sole purpose. Announcements help encourage and provide opportunities for your
people to live out their faith, grow closer to God, and minister to others. Connect with your
heart and sell them the bigger picture- the opportunity to grow in their faith and in Christ.
Clear Next Steps.
Make sure every announcement has an obvious call to action for your people. Where can
people go to get more information? How do they sign up for the class? You can’t make this too
obvious or straightforward. Reduce the friction in getting them involved.
Rather than seeing announcements as a nuisance or distraction from the reason we gather
together, think of them as one of the three purposes of the service. First- to worship God,
second- to guide and teach believers, and the third- to call Christians to live out their faith.
Without church announcements, you could not reveal a sense of what is important to you to
newcomers, move members on the fringe closer to the core, and remind long time participants
why they love being a part of what God is doing at your church.
When done correctly, announcements are no longer a distraction, but rather an important
part of every service.
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0.5

Reasons People Stop Listening
When You Talk About Giving

At some point every church leader needs to get in front of their community and ask
them to give to the mission. These moments can be some of the most awkward moments
ever in your services. As a leader you feel like a slimy used car salesmen … while your
people look down at their shoes and hope you will just stop!
It doesn’t have to be that way! Asking people to join the mission through giving to your
church can be as vibrant as any other part of your services. Like with most things in life,
there is a right way and a wrong way to get your church community financially invested
in your mission. You just need to know how to talk giving correctly. From my personal
experience, there are a few things all church leaders need to avoid to make the “giving talk”
less awkward.
The why is unclear.
Make sure that every time you talk about the finances at your church you start with
the vision behind what you do with the money. Go out of your way to connect the dots
between the finances of your ministry and the difference it’s making in people’s lives.
When your people learn about the bigger picture and what their finances are going
towards, they too can become excited about the church vision. Share the details and goals
of giving and they will be more apt to give joyously.
You’re being too cold.
People make decisions about giving to any cause based on emotions. When you focus
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too much on charts, data and statistics and choose to not connect with the heart people get
turned off. Engage people’s emotions with giving to your mission.
To trigger their heart strings explain how they can personally touch other people’s lives
with their gift. Your church community wants to feel like what they give matters and is truly
a contribution to the church’s vision.
It’s not personal enough.
People want to help individuals, not the mass. Tell stories about individuals that are
being impacted by your ministry … don’t just talk about what the “youth group” is doing …
personalize it down to an individual being impacted by the mission.
Show a short clip of individuals sharing how they were personally impacted or invite
one on stage. Personalize your talk as much as you can to truly shed light on the good your
church community can help support.
Giving doesn’t make you smile.
God loves a cheerful giver [2 Corinthians 9:7] … so why are you so solemn every time
you talk about giving to the mission of your church? People love being generous … it literally
makes them feel good. It should make you happy to talk about it!
Don’t be afraid to show your joy when you talk to your people about joining the mission
through giving. Cheerfulness is contagious. The more joy you have, the more it will show
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and spread to others.
You’re telling not asking.
People want to join a team … they want to be a part of the solution … they want to offer
what they have to accomplish the mission. Our language needs to be inclusive and invite
people to be a part of the solution not tell them what “we” are doing and need “you” to give
towards.
Your word choices should include welcoming words like ‘together’ and ‘as a team.’
Welcoming words instantly change the tone of your talk from telling to genuinely asking
because you want everyone to have a chance to be a part. Giving to your church is a
tangible way that your community expresses its communal self. People want in on that …
they don’t want to just pay your bills.
You’re not bought in!
Do you sacrificially give to the mission? People can sense if you aren’t bought in … just
sayin’. Indulge in the vision in the same ways you hope your church community will. If you
aren’t all in, neither will they be.
You can’t possibly ask your people to get behind a mission that you don’t believe in.
Show them that you support the church vision by doing just that, supporting the vision
through giving.
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Detail people aren’t getting the details.
There are detail oriented people in your church that want the scoop on exactly how
money is being spent and if you don’t make the details available they won’t give. They’re not
“being nosey” or “asking too many questions” … they are simply wired towards the details and
you can draw these people in to help your ministry.
To better cater to the detail oriented in your community make your financial records
are as open and accessible as possible. Obviously, you don’t have all the time in the world
to review every aspect of each dollar spent during service, but you can include how those
interested in viewing the details can do so. Direct them to a website, a specific meeting
that reviews budget costs, or a monthly spreadsheet that can be found near the welcome
station.
No Pictures.
About 65 percent of your church are visual learners … just talking about why people
should give to your church without showing a compelling picture or two is missing a large
percentage of your audience. (Pie charts aren’t pictures … these need to be images that
show the mission of the church in action.)
Collaborate a few images to help draw your visual learners into the mission and inspire
them to give.
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You’re always talking about money.
You need to earn the right to talk about money with your people. Every time you
craft an experience where you are asking people to join you financially in the mission you
need to ask yourself if you earned the right for the next time to talk about money. Don’t use
pressure in any form … cast the vision and ask people to join and then leave the response
up to them and God.
Part of leading a church, means periodically you will need to get in front of your people
and ask them to get behind the mission. These moments don’t have to be awkward but
instead, just as vibrant as any other part of your services. Inspire the church to give
cheerfully by being all in joyously, providing details, and personalizing the church vision.
When you talk giving correctly, your people will no longer look down at their shoes hoping
you will just stop! They will give.
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0.6

The Elements of
Effective Offering Talks

The two minutes before you receive the offering at your church are incredibly
important. You need to craft out that experience with the same intention that you would
the core message from the service. Making sure the “offering talk” is done well every week
will boost the resources you have for your ministry and will ensure your people understand
more about this vitally important aspect of your church service. In my opinion there are
seven unique elements of effective offering talks.
Express Thanks!
Make sure to take some time out to thank people for supporting the mission of your
church. There are a lot of worthy Kingdom causes that people could give towards and it’s
an honor that people have decided to give to your piece of it.
Example: “We know that you work really hard for your income… it’s our honor that you
would give to what God is doing at our church … I want you to know that we’re going to
work really hard to leverage your gift wisely in our mission. Thank you.”
Get Personal.
People will give to an important cause … but they love to give to a personal story.
Connect where the offering of your church is making a difference on individuals in your
community.
Example: “Last weekend our student ministry had an amazing weekend at their retreat
… did you know that your offerings helped support a number of students to go on that trip
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who couldn’t otherwise do so? Let me read this email we got this week from one student
who experience life changes from this retreat…”
Reduce Pressure but don’t ask them not to give!
We want to be clear that we’re not after first time guest’s money … it’s a common
criticism of churches … but what we don’t want to do is to ever ask people not to give to the
church … they are giving to God’s mission and we don’t want to stand in the way of that if
they are sensing God is asking them to give today.
Example: “If you are new here at our church we want you to know that we’re not after
your money! Your presence is a gift to us … thank you for being here today. Please don’t
feel any undue pressure from us to give today.” (It’s subtle … but the words “don’t give
today” aren’t mentioned.)
Receive … don’t collect.
A personal pet peeve of mine … do not say “we’re going to collect today’s offering” … we’re
not a collections agency! People are choosing to give to the church … receive that offering!
Example: “In just a few moments we’re going to ask our ushers to receive today’s offering …” Bonus Idea: Have your ushers come to the front of the room before your “offering
talk” so it’s a visual cue that you are going to receive the offering as you are leading up to it.
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Report on Projects
There are some things in the life of your church that take longer to come to fruition.
Use the offering set-up to report on the progress of this special project and connect your
people’s giving to that.
Example: “Did you know that our missions’ team is working on launching a series of
new trips next year? This is a part of our desire to take the compassion of Jesus all around
world! This past week our team was in Nicaragua doing some advance work with our
partners on the ground there and learning from them about how we can best serve.
Thanks for giving today because you are helping this sort of work take place all around the
world!”
Show. Don’t Just Tell.
Your people are visual learners … if it’s important enough for you talk about, it’s
important enough for you to find a visual hook for the message. Put a slide up on the
screen or bring something on stage for people to take a look at.
Example: “Check out this photo I took last week while I was visiting our children’s
ministry. There is so much I love about this photo! Your support of this ministry is making
everything in this photo happen.
Esther is up on stage during our Super Hero Sunday … dressed in a fun costume
leading some kids in a song about the fact that Jesus is more powerful than Superman.
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Look at how those kids are engaged in learning about Jesus in a really fun way! That sort of
stuff wouldn’t happen without your support … the environment is paid for by this offering …
the training for our team is provided by this offering … by giving today you are making that
sort of really fun stuff happen for the next generation here at our church. Thank you.”
Clarify the Vision.
The “offering talk” is an ideal time to loop back on why your church exists. What is your
unique place in the community that you serve? How are you seeking to make a difference in
this world?
Example: “Here at our church we talk about how a big part of our vision is to take
church to the masses, to make the message of Jesus easily accessible to people in our
community. By giving to the offering today you are helping us as we support this new
campus that we’re opening next weekend. Thank you for taking church to the people
through today’s offering!”
Don’t make people guess how to give!
You cannot make this simple enough … show people exactly how they can give to the
mission of your church. Remind them how they can give not only through the offering plate
but also online, in the mail, and whatever other ways are possible. Reduce friction … don’t
make them guess.
Example: “I just want to remind you that there are four ways you can give at our church
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… either in the offering plate that our ushers will pass in a minute, or with these postage
paid envelopes we provide, or on our website – it’s safe and secure … plus we even have
that new giving kiosk out in the foyer…”
While the two minutes you spend just before receiving the church offering may just
seem like a segue between different parts of your service, you must realize they are so
much more. Those minutes before you receive the offering at your church are incredibly
important and need to be crafted with both experience and intention. Making sure the
“offering talk” is done well every week will boost the resources you have for your ministry
and will ensure your people understand more about this vitally important aspect of your
church service.
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0.7

The Value of
Video Announcements

In 2011 we made a solid commitment to video announcements being a regular
part of our game at our church. We dedicated two out of three Sundays to this form of
communication as a critical part of our services.
I have to be honest . . . I’m a bit of a convert to video announcements. I originally didn’t
like them at all. I thought the return on investment with this sort of thing was far too low.
If you’ve had anything to do with video production in the past you know that turning out a
two minute video that looks great and is compelling takes a large investment of time and
the thought of making a video that we would show just once didn’t make any sense to me.
But together we kicked off that year committing to move video announcements from every
once in a while to our default every week.
After having lived with video announcements for the 3 years . . . here are the benefits I
can see for churches.
Incredible Focus for Multisite Churches.
When I put on my communications hat I know that one of the challenges that a
multisite church, like ours, face is consistency of messages at all of our locations. Video
announcements allow us to centrally communicate a message to all of our services and
locations. If you are a multisite church you need not to decide against doing video
announcements in my mind . . . it’s been that effective in getting the announcements out.
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Allows Our Hosts to Focus on Relationship
In all honestly, I don’t want our Campus Pastors’ communicating dates, times and
locations of events. Often times, announcements can degenerate to just the facts and
figures. Paring a video announcement that does the “detail work” of communicating allows
our Campus Pastors to communicate the passion and purpose behind what we do verses
just the facts. The video host announces a new series including all of the serious facts (date,
time, etc.) and the Campus Pastor gets to talk about their next door neighbor they are inviting.
Showing is Better than Telling
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again because it’s that important. We live in an
increasingly visual culture. By adding video announcements as a platform for
communication we are able to regularly “show not just tell” what is happening at the church.
We use lots of “b-roll” and “cut aways” to make sure that people can see what we’re talking
about. Making video announcements that pop with color and offer more than just one
person speaking can help your audience, in this case the church, gain interest at a much
faster pace.
Extends Communication into the Week
Your announcement videos can have more than just one show time. At our church we
repost the video announcements through Facebook, twitter and our weekly email blast.
This allows us to help catch up with people who weren’t with us during weekend services
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and fill them in on what is happening at the church.
Interesting factoid: When we post our video announcements and snippets of the
messages on Facebook, people click on the announcements more. People want to know
what is going on.
Is your church taking advantage of the wealth of benefits video announcements can
bring to your community? Now that you are aware of the many reasons I have become a
video announcement convert, you can become one too.
When it comes to creating attention grabbing, informational announcement videos that
are sure to real your people in and get them excited about what the church is doing there
are a few things to keep in mind.
Be mindful of where you shoot.
First, don’t shoot the video inside your worship center or auditorium. Typically this is
where you’re people will be when they watch the video. Doing this only moves a talking
head from the stage to the screen. Make your video count by shooting it somewhere else.
Keep it short and sweet.
Second, just like with live announcements, keep your announcement videos short,
sweet, and to the point. Remember, the average adult only has an attention span of about
five minutes. Make the most of your announcement time by prioritizing and sticking to
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only the main topics. Your people come to church to encounter and experience God, not
to hear about your upcoming family game night. Video announcements should serve as a
small cherry on top of their church service experience.
Say “no” to green screens.
The truth is, with the world as your oyster, there is truly no reason to splurge the church
budget by purchasing a green screen. Just say “NO.” You can film your announcements
anywhere! The church courtyard, a nice field, at a community center… You name it, odds
are you can film there.
Skip the cheese.
Forth, of course you have a direction you want your announcement video to go but
leave the cheesy dialog out of it. Allow people to be real, include a little improv, and limit
the script. Your people want to see real Christians so excited about what’s to come that
they too want to join. Often times that can’t be found in a script.
Audio matters.
And lastly, while you may not be a professional when it comes to making videos, you
still need to provide quality. Don’t allow your announcements to sound like they were
filmed inside a bathroom. Purchase a microphone. Just about any microphone out there
will serve as a huge step up from the one on your camera. For the best audio, try to get the
microphone as close to your subject as possible without including the microphone inside
your shot.
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So, what is the value of video announcements? In my experience video announcements
can hold a lot of value within the church. They combine visual with detail and provide your
people a break from listening to someone stand on stage spouting off one announcement
after another.
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0.8

Practical Help with Removing Filler
Words Like “Um” and “Uh”

“If you, uh, are interested in attending the upcoming marriage contest, uh um…” As a
church leader myself, this sentence sounds all too familiar. Whether you’re delivering a
message or sharing announcements with your people filler words like “Um” and “Uh” can
easily find their way into your speech, even though they were never written in.
An overabundance of filler words can easily weaken the credibility of your
announcements, not to mention- serve as a communication barrier between you and your
audience. It’s safe to say filler words add nothing of value but only negatives when it comes
to delivering compelling announcements that move people to action. To help you minimize
the number of filler words you use on stage here are a few strategies and tips.
Determine How Often.
Before you can begin minimizing the number of filler words you use, you first need
to assess how often you use them. Five times? 20 times? Every three minutes? Only when
talking about certain topics? Obviously tracking this yourself during your announcements
would be quite the challenge. Instead opt to recruit an audience member to track for you
and provide feedback.
Other options for tracking include recording yourself either through audio or video
to best determine not only how often you use filler words but also if your use of them is
distracting to your audience or if they undermine your credibility.
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Consider the Why.
In many cases (but not all) the why behind the use of filler words, sounds, and phrases
in public speaking is due to one of two things. Either you are not rehearsed and prepared
enough or you lack the proper knowledge to deliver a detailed and compelling
announcement. Consider which applies to you.
Become More Prepared.
If your reasoning is a lack of being prepared and properly rehearsed then take the
necessary additional time to become more equipped. Studies have proven that when you
have failed to adequately prepare yourself your brain takes on the initiative to create words
as you go instead of pulling them from memory. The words your brain often creates are
“Uh,” “Um,” and filler phrases like, “What I’m trying to say is.”
It’s also important to note that the less prepared you are, the more nervous you may
feel, causing you to speak faster, lose your place, and turn to filler words. Limit the number
of filler words you use by simply taking the time to become better prepared.
A Moment of Silence is Golden.
The majority of those who speak publicly often fear silence, but one of my best tidbits
of advice I can give you is that a moment of silence is golden. Exchange your use of filler
words for a slight pause of silence. Replacing “Uh” with a moment of quiet can encourage
your people to dwell and consider what you have already said while preparing them for
what you are about to say. Unlike filler words that distract, a pause of silence can enhance
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your announcements.
Slow Down.
When you speak too quickly your brain can struggle to keep up, causing you to utter filler
words while you wait for it to catch up. By slowing down you can stop your brain from falling
behind and better deliver your announcements without all the fillers.
To best do this you need to take into account your realistic time constraints (Remember you
will want to keep your announcements down to five minutes.) as you create your announcement
content. As you deliver your announcements remember to breathe and pace yourself.
Reevaluate often.
Like with many things in life, speaking without filler words is a task that takes time and
dedication. You have to actively work to minimize your fillers and maximize your message. Take
the time to reevaluate yourself often and repeat the tracking process. Compare your progress
and ask yourself where you can continue to improve.
Don’t allow yourself to add filler words to your announcements simply because you are
under prepared or nervous. By adding filler words you are subtracting impact and
credibility while you take away from your overall message. If you want to compel people to join
the vision of your church take the time to evaluate yourself, track, properly prepare, slow down,
welcome silence, and then do it all over again. This is what makes a great speaker, one that can
move people to action with his words.
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0.9

A Pastor’s Guide to Good Images
and Better Slides

Knowing you need a compelling image to pair with your announcement is one thing,
but actually finding an image that compliments your church vision and easily connects
with your people is another. Sometimes the most challenging part of announcements
is not necessarily speaking in front of your church, determining what to announce, or
overcoming filler words. No. Often times one of the most challenging aspects of preparing
your five minutes of church announcements is finding that perfect image for your slide.
The entire point of visual aids like photos is to draw your audience in and give them
something to surprise them, delight them, and touch them all while supporting what you
have to say. As you scavenge to create your perfect slide, keep a few things in mind.
The “Rule of Thirds.”
According to the “rule of thirds,” all images are not created equal. It states that images
may appear more interesting, dynamic, engaging, or compelling if the subject or focal point
of the slide is not placed in the center. Experimenting with this rule by moving your
subject away from the center of your image can add an element of tension or drama that
your people can connect with come announcement time.
Consider Your Background.
As choose your side it’s important for you to take into account not only the main subject
but also the background. A plain, mostly solid background can help emphasize your
subject instead of the environment behind it. Consider what you want your people to focus
on when they see your slide and make sure the image background isn’t taking away from
that.
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Quality Matters.
As with most things, quality matters. Find or take clear, crisp, and vibrant images that
offers a unique visual aid. Fuzzy, out of focus photos will not only look unprofessional to
your audience, but they can also serve as a distraction rather than the enhancement you
were looking for.
Tell a Story.
Whenever possible, use your slide image to tell a story. People want to connect
personally to your cause or event and the easiest way for them to do so is through a story.
Show an image of a family that benefited from a ministry at your church or a member of
your youth that accepted Jesus into their heart at the last summer youth camp.
Be Unique.
Think outside of the box when it comes to your slide images. Don’t show a photo that
your people have already seen before or that looks like other photos popularly used. Make
them laugh with a funny photo. People will be far more likely to remember your
announcement if it is paired with a silly photo that caused them to chuckle mid service.
Word Choice.
If you choose to add words to your slide (as many of us do) take into account your word
font, color, size, and placement. Each of these can have a large impact on your overall slide
and how your people connect to it. Choose easy to read fonts in a visible color and place
your words on your slide in a place they won’t take away from the image. And remember,
less is more.
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Oftentimes, images and slides do what our words cannot. Connect people to the church
vision. As you prepare for your weekly announcement time, create a visual image or slide
to pair with your words to better tap into people’s hearts, and inspire them to live out their
faith by keeping in mind your subject placement, background, word choice, and quality.
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0.10

Ideas to give to leaders when you have
to say “no” to their announcement

Ministry leaders think if they just get their event or program “promoted from the stage”
people will flood into it. Church communications people are peppered with requests all the
time for others wanting to get “their deal” in the announcements. The urgency from those
leaders leans towards desperate. However, the more you talk about on a Sunday morning
the less effective the messaging for everything is. Remember, two announcements are 30
percent as effective as one and three are 90 percent less effective than one.
You need some solid ways to say “no” to other ministry leaders by providing alternative
communication channels.
Direct Emails.
Each of your ministry areas needs to cultivate an email list of people who are interested
in their area. This is a critical skill for communication today. We recently sent three emails
(over three weeks) to a targeted list to promote an event before we “went public” through
Sunday morning … we have 200 people sign up through the pre-registration emails and
only 50 through Sunday morning.
Cause Foyer Chaos.
Church is fun … right? How could you bring a little piece of the event you are promoting
to the foyer on the weekend? Taking the students on a Camping Trip? What if you figured
out how to serve s’mores to guests? And then hand them an info sheet on the event. Is
your small group ministry launching off for the fall? What if you brought a living room into
the middle of the foyer? Make announcements fun!
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Social Media.
How can you engage your people to get talking about the ministry program through
social media channels? The goal here isn’t just to “call to action” but to create content that
spreads dialogue about the ministry initiative. Ask some questions related to the topic on
Facebook. Take some pictures of your team prepping and post them on Instagram. Think
conversations not signups.
Information Cards.
As people are leaving the service have your ushers hand out a small printed piece of
paper that has all the information you are attempting to communicate as well as a
compelling ask to join. Make sure to train your ushers to be friendly and to ask your people
if they would like the cards.
Call People.
Have you seen this new technology called “the telephone?”
It’s amazing … it’s kind of like Twitter but with audio. You can speak into it and then
people on the other end can respond right away. It’s quick, basically free and ubiquitous.
Why not order some pizza and pull together a group of volunteers to call people from the
church to ask them about your upcoming event?
Snail Mail.
People just get bills and junk mail in their mailbox at home. What if your ministry area
came up with a clever piece to send to people? It will stand out in the desert of people’s
inbox.
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Kill It.
If the ministry specific area is unwilling to put in the work to promote the event then
you should probably kill it. If the leadership is looking for someone else to market the event
but they don’t do some work to generate a crowd than that is an indicator of a program
that needs to go away. Less is more.
Think outside the box when it comes to alternatives to Sunday morning
announcements. The possibilities are nearly endless. Providing a variety to help change
up the way you deliver announcements to your people can help keep announcement time
interesting and fun while giving adequate time to each of ministries and events.
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0.11

Super Simple (But Often Overlooked)
Tips for “Doing Announcements”

When your announcements are all said and done, when the video has ended or the announcement person has stepped off stage, will they help move the community to be more
engaged in the vision of your church? This of course is the sole purpose of church
announcements.
When they are done poorly they drag on the service and make everyone wish they
would just stop! The difference between these two extremes is often simple things. Here
are a handful of quick tips to consider the next time you (or someone at your church) is
getting ready to lead this part of the service.
Narrow the Focus.
As the person actually standing up and giving announcements, your job should be to
focus in on the one (or maybe two) things that are most important at this point in your life
of church. Reduce, don’t expand. Avoid the temptation to add to the list!
Remember, your audiences’ attention span is only roughly five minutes. Anything
beyond this will just go in one ear and out the other.
Rehearse It!
Michael Jordan threw 500 free-throw balls every morning. U2 still practices daily. You
can rehearse your announcements for this weekend a few times before you get up there!
Bonus points if you rehearse in front of someone who will give you critical feedback!
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Without properly rehearsing you simply aren’t dedicating the time your announcements
deserve. Remember, they are a vitally important part of your service, not just a few minutes
to discuss upcoming church outings.
It’s About Connecting.
The goal of this time in the service is to draw people into your community not to
“advertise stuff”. What does your audience need at this point? Think about that, not what
the ministry leaders want advertised. How can you help people take the next steps into
church community?
Consider recent changes in your church and its population? Have you recently acquired
large amount of newcomers? Has the youth groups doubled in size within recent months?
Depending on the transitions your church is going through, different announcements will
take better than others.
Check the Microphone.
Test every piece of technology that you will be relying on. Make sure the batteries are
changed in that snappy wireless mic. Ensure that whoever is running the video (if you’re
using one) is in the room with you at some point before the service to make sure it all
works.
Taking the time to check all the gadgets that you will be using in advance can prove to
be well worth your while. There’s nothing worse that uncharged batteries, microphones
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that aren’t properly plugged in, and missing videos that don’t work properly. All will serve as a
definite distraction from the important announcements you planned on sharing with your
people. Be sure to check, and check again just to make sure.
Take a Deep Breath.
People need you to be relaxed. Take a deep breath before you go onto stage. Don’t worry if
you fumble over a few words. No one’s perfect. Breath, do a little shimmy, or make a silly face just
before taking the stage… whatever works for you to calm any unwanted nerves. When you make
a mistake (and odds are you will), just smile and move on. If you get stressed your audience will
be stressed. So relax … you’re among friends.
It’s not about You. (Or Your Stuff.)
How can I say this nicely? You aren’t the main deal. What you are doing is important but it’s not
the reason people come to church. Set the stage for what’s happening in your community and
then get out of the way. Don’t try to make it about you. You will end up taking away from the service.
Be Visual.
Show and tell was interesting when you were a kid because we’re visual thinkers. That’s even
more the case now. If you don’t have some sort of visual to back up your points … don’t talk about
it. (Really.)
Whether you go with a prop, video, photo, or skit it doesn’t matter. Just be sure you go with
something to interest your audience and draw them in to the vision of your church visually.
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Thank Before Ask.
You should be publicly thanking at least as much as you are publicly asking. Make sure to
thank people for financially giving to your church … thank them for volunteering … Be a thanking
machine! Keep this ratio right and people will gladly listen to you.
I began this chapter and I will end this chapter with the same exact phrase because it’s the
phrase that should encourage, inspire, and challenge you to reflect on your church
announcements. Allow it to push you to make them better in every aspect.
When your announcements are all said and done, when the video has ended or the
announcement person has stepped off stage, will they help move the community to be more
engaged in the vision of your church?
If you’re answer is “No,” you’ve got work to do and if your answer is “yes,” you still have work
to do. As your church vision changes, and as new events, ministries and serving opportunities
blossom, so should the way you deliver announcements. Because none of us our perfect, neither
are the announcements we give. We always have room for
improvement.
Those who stop actively swimming ultimately sink against the tide. It is when we stop striving
to be better, that we too begin to sink and fail our people in this vitally important aspect of church
services.
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0.12
Move People to Action

If your idea of church announcements includes someone standing on the stage barking
off a list of events as quickly as humanly possible, you are missing the bigger picture. You
see, announcements can become so much more than a check list.
Like each church service designates a time for worship and a time for a message, so
should it set aside a time for announcements that move people to action. Yes, they are that
important. The “announcement time” during any church service is easily the most
under-utilized part of the service. It should be looked at as an amazing opportunity to move
people into action ... to call them out of the stands and on to the field ... to engage them in
the mission. Through announcements you can encourage your people to live out their faith.
It’s important to note, you will never completely perfect your announcement time. Sorry
to burst your bubble. Either it will be too boring, too long, or too repetitive- too this, or too
that. There will always be something that needs improvement. But no matter which
obstacle you face in your announcement time there is something that trumps all. A secret
weapon that no matter how much you fumble and mess up, the end result will always be
announcements that compel people to move. The secret weapon is emotion. People often
forget storytelling and emotional connection are what ultimately call people to action. This
is why commercials are reluctant to turn to cute puppy dogs and childhood flashbacks.
They know that people want to feel that immediate emotional connection. Your people do
too.
If you take nothing else from this book, take the need for you to deliver your church
announcements with real emotion. If you are not personally invested and excited about
the church event you are about to walk on stage to announce, find someone who is. You
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can produce the best quality, vibrant announcement video but without emotion you have
nothing to offer your people. Your emotion connects with people’s emotions and causes
them to move. Without it you solely have a nice video. And in that case, what’s the point?
Announcements provide a service to the church that goes far beyond increasing event
attendance or filling the offering plate. They help Christians live out their faith through
connecting, giving, serving, and growing. With such an impact, they should take a priority
in your weekly service. Don’t just do them, do them correctly and do them with emotion.
Move your people to action.
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Practical Ministry Help.
Too Many Church Leaders Struggle Because
of “stuff they didn’t teach in seminary.”
Do you need some help to take your church
to the next level?
unSeminary Premium is the education, motivation and community
to help your church take the next step.
Courses taught by practitioners! Training from experts you trust.

Join Today.
Only $30 a month
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